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iCoolsoft HD Video Converter is the best HD (High-Definition) video converter tool, that can
convert HD video formats and convert HD video to general videos. With most HD video
encoder and decoder integrated, it supports HD TS, HD MTS, HD M2TS, HD MPEG, HD
WMV, HD MPG, HD MP4, HD MOV, H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, HD RM, and other HD formats.

Most camcorders record HD videos in H.264, TS, M2TS or other formats, and lots of HD
movies are in HD formats of HD WMV, HD AVI, HD MOV, etc. This HD Video Converter
enables you to convert all these HD videos to other HD formats for smaller file size without
quality loss, and compress HD videos to general videos in any format as you want. You are
even allowed to customize the encoding settings to adjust the output quality.

iCoolsoft HD Video Converter is also a powerful HD video editor, that helps you easily edit
HD videos to create personalized movie. You can split source video to get any segment,
merge several clips, crop screen area, adjust video effect, quickly take snapshot, and so on.
You can preview source video and output effect at the same time to facilitate your creation.

Video to video, video to audio and audio to audio conversions regarding popular formats are
also supported by this versatile tool.

Functions and Features

Support almost all HD video formats
Camcorder recorded HD videos, HD movies and other HD videos are all supported, this
powerful HD converter enables you to convert HD TS, HD MTS, HD M2TS, AVCHD, HD AVI,
HD MPG, HD MPEG, HD MP4, HD WMV, HD MOV, HD RM, HD H.264, HD MKV, etc.
Diverse output formats
You can convert between HD videos, convert HD video to general videos and convert HD
videos for various digital devices. Rich video profiles are built-in like AVI, WMV, ASF, MPG,
MPEG, VOB, DAT, MP4, M4V, RM, RMVB, 3GP, MOV, AAC, AC3, AIFF, MP3, FLAC, M4V,
OGG, WAV, WMA, iPod, iPhone, Apple TV, PSP, Wii, Zune, Xbox, Archos, iRiver, mobile
phones, etc.
Adjustable output quality
You can choose to perfectly keep the original quality or compress HD videos to smaller file
size with less quality loss. All video and audio encoding settings can be freely adjusted,
including Video Encoder, Resolution, Frame Rate, Video Bitrate, Audio Encoder, Sample
Rate, Channels, Audio Bitrate, etc. The modified settings can be saved as your own profile for
your handier use in the future.
Powerful HD video editor
With professional HD video decoder and powerful video editing functions, this tool can help
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you edit HD videos as you want with fast speed and high output quality. You can specify any
segment to trim, crop certain screen area, join multiple video clips, adjust video Brightness,
Contrast, Saturation, and add text/image watermark to video.
The most powerful and easy to use HD video converter
Besides the powerful functions and flexible settings, iCoolsoft HD Video Converter keeps the
intuitive interface and smartly organized menus, and only needs you several clicks to finish all
the editing and converting. Batch conversion, Dual Core CPU support and more features are
also available.

System Requirements

OS     Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista, Windows 7
Processor     1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM     256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk     30MB space for installation
Graphic Card     Super VGA (800x600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
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